YORK® Affinity™ Hx3™
4.3-inch Touch-screen
Thermostat
Comfortably connected. Trust the leader
in HVAC controls to give your customers
complete control – anywhere they go. The
YORK® Affinity™ Hx3™ 4.3-inch Touch-screen
Thermostat seamlessly connects with both
conventional and communicating home comfort
systems to provide control from anywhere.

Unobtrusive, 4.3-inch size. Large enough to
read easily but small enough to fit seamlessly into
the home, the 4.3-inch Affinity™ Hx3™ thermostat
is a perfect choice for homeowners who want
a functional and stylish thermostat solution.

Always up-to-date. Installed systems
connected via Wi-Fi® will receive software
updates automatically via over-the-air
updates – with no need to return to the home.

Easy setup and support. Near field communication
and a dedicated distributor app allow for easier
initial setup and ongoing, remote support.*

Real-time alerts with override. System
notifications and plain text alert messages
aid in remote diagnostics and can be
manually disabled to avoid nuisance calls.

Optimized for YORK® systems. Engineered by
the experts at YORK® to provide ENERGY STAR®
Most Efficient performance when connected
to select YORK® home comfort systems.**

Customer-preferred features. Easy-access
home/away modes, schedule creation and
exclusive quick heat/cool settings provide
innovative, comfort-enhancing benefits in
a compact, FCC-compliant package.

Complete control from anywhere. Our Hx™
Thermostat app for iOS and Android gives
homeowners the ability to remotely control their
HVAC system via Wi-Fi®, 3G or 4G – virtually
anywhere with internet access using industrystandard security protocols. The Affinity™ Hx3™
thermostat offers voice control using Amazon
Alexa, and is compatible with Apple Watch®.

*With homeowner permission. Near field communication is only available through Android-equipped
devices. Distributor app is available for Android and iOS.
**When paired with Affinity™ outdoor equipment.

See how the YORK® Affinity™ Hx3™ 4.3-inch Touch-screen
Thermostat has the features your customers want, whether
installed in a communicating or conventional home comfort system.
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Full-color Touch-screen
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Large Temp Display
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Automatic Software Updates





Programmable





App-enabled Commands





Offers Voice Control Using Amazon Alexa





Apple Watch Compatible





NFC Configuration (Android)





Dealer Access (Pro App)









EXPANDED



Feature
®

Maintenance Reminders
*

®

5-year Warranty
Works With Existing Equipment**
Display System Faults



Auto Setup



*When connected to the internet through Wi-Fi®.
**Provides additional functionality with existing communicating-capable equipment.
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